INTRODUCTION

Foreign bodies in the heart (e.g., thrombi, shrapnel) can cause a series of adverse symptoms, such as arrhythmia, cardiac tamponade, hemorrhage, infection, embolism, valve dysfunction, and anxiety, and have to be removed surgically\(^1,2\). The most frequent surgical approach for removing foreign bodies from the heart is a median sternotomy followed by an incision in the heart muscle to gain direct access to the object\(^3-6\). Median sternotomy is a highly invasive procedure imposing risks such as bacterial mediastinitis, inflammation, bone fracture, and vulnerability to future chest injury. Cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB), which is often used to stop the heart during surgery, is associated with risks of hemolysis, clotting, and air embolism, and can lead to extended durations of procedures as well.

To address the disadvantages of the open surgery, we propose a minimally invasive, transapical approach for retrieving foreign bodies from a beating heart. The task is carried out using a dexterous robotic capture device, with 3D transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) providing internal visualization of the otherwise occluded heart chamber, foreign body, and robot. Under intraoperative ultrasound guidance, the robot moves to secure the target; the setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. This proposed approach represents the initial steps in improving the state of care by reducing risk and mortality, improving postoperative recovery, and potentially reducing operating room times.

In our previous work, we tracked a foreign body in a beating heart phantom to study its behavior\(^7\). We then found that speed of the foreign body is too fast for a robot to directly pursue it\(^8\). To provide a relatively slow robot with the ability to retrieve an erratically moving target, we proposed the concept of guiding a robot to a selected location and ambushing the target upon its reappearance to that location. We examined alternate indirect capture strategies\(^7,9\) that relax the level of performance required of a robot. Leading into real-time capture experiments we studied the time evolution of computed capture locations\(^10\).

In this paper, we demonstrate the use of a high dexterity, minimally invasive surgical robot to retrieve a foreign body from a beating heart phantom. Streaming 3D TEE imaging is used to track the foreign body, compute a suitable capture location, and guide the robot to secure it. This effort differs from related works that focus on rigid tools or on manual guidance.
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EXPERIMENTS

The attractiveness of a small $1.6 \times 3.2$ mm magnet was tested by advancing the magnet towards the foreign body and measuring the distance at which attraction occurred; this range was found to be $4.2 \pm 0.8$ mm over 20 repetitions. The magnet is affixed to the tip of the snake robot to represent an abstract capture device with high attractiveness within the capture range and negligible effect beyond it. A one-time preoperative registration is done to relate the coordinate systems of the ultrasound volumes and the robot.

Commencing each trial, the robot is teleoperated in coarse control mode to place the tip of the snake robot at the entry point of the beating heart phantom. This establishes the virtual remote center of motion (RCM), from which point the robot operates autonomously.

Then, the foreign body is interactively selected from still images to define a template to be tracked in the live image stream. Computation of capture locations based on spatial probability is then initiated. Once a suitable capture location is found, the tracker commands the robot to said location. When the end effector reaches its destination, visual inspection is used to determine whether the foreign body has been captured. The robot is then withdrawn from the beating heart phantom, and success or failure of the attempt is recorded.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An example foreign body capture sequence is shown in Fig. 4. The foreign body was extracted successfully in 14 out of 17 attempts (82.4%). In two of the three failed attempts, the foreign body shifted to a different location after a capture location was found; this phenomenon has been noted in our prior studies. The other failed attempt can be attributed to premature withdrawal of the robot before it completed its capture trajectory.

The mean observation time before executing a capture was $29.6 \pm 6.9$ seconds, with extrema of 21.6 and 46.3 seconds. We reported an observation time for this method of roughly 20.0 seconds previously\(^\text{10}\), while noting large variations between trials. Such variability can be explained by the irregular motions traced by the foreign body. In light of these considerations, the values obtained in this study appear to be within reason.

The retrieval process was completed in $97.7 \pm 21.6$ seconds. Though governed largely by human discretion, this figure serves as a reference in the context of cardiac procedures, which often last several hours. Potentially, the perioperative time incurred by robotic aspects would be minimal, and more sophisticated techniques can be used to improve outcomes. These results demonstrate the viability of using a slow, dexterous robot to capture an erratic cardiac target under 3D ultrasound guidance. Future work will include workflow optimization, sterility, tooling for capturing multiple types of targets, and possible integration of real-time X-ray imaging.
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